
DUDLEY TAKE FIVE
A review of the programme to produce Emotional Wellbeing resources, with 

and for children and young people (CYP). Funded by Dudley Public Health, 
Dudley Clinical Commissioning Group and Arts Connect, devised and 

delivered by Creative Health (Arts and Health) CIC. April 2019.

For more information search 
Dudley Take Five on YouTube / email kim@creativehealthcic.co.uk



DUDLEY TAKE FIVE
FIRST STEPS
A set of films for young families to enjoy together, helping grown-ups to make the most of those precious 
early years. From dancing in the living room to finding nature in the park, the films demonstrate easy 
access to wellbeing as a way of life.

BIG STEPS
Resources for early Key Stage 2 teachers and support workers. Children from Year 4 in two Dudley 
schools helped create Toella and Pedro, cartoon characters who show us how to take five footsteps to 
emotional wellbeing.

STEPS UP
Going up to ‘big school’ can be tough for some Year 6 children. In this animated film, pupils from Year 7 
voice how they felt during transition and re-assure the new intake that they’re not alone in how they’re 
feeling. A resource for School Nurses to use with Primary leavers and Secondary beginners.

NEXT STEPS
As they step into the world of adulthood, teenagers can find support in these five films. Touching on the 
themes of isolation, screen-addiction and lack of motivation, the films are the work of 16-19 year olds and 
are designed to boost emotional resilience at this crucial stage of transition.

bit.do/dudleytakefiveyoutube



How many CYP 
were involved in 
arts activities? 

How many health and 
wellbeing professionals 

were involved in arts 
activities?

How many artists 
were involved in 
arts activities?

Number of 
venues/partners

FIRST STEPS 171 7 Health Visitors / FNP

1  Public Health Specialist

11 8

BIG STEPS
 

410 1  Public Health Specialist 6 7

STEPS UP 82 3 School Nurses

1  Public Health Specialist

5 2

NEXT STEPS 107 1 Young Health Champion 
Lead Worker

1 Public Health Specialist

12 10

bit.do/dudleytakefiveyoutube

DUDLEY TAKE FIVE



BE 
We believe the arts make experiences 
meaningful and help CYP take steps to 

improve their emotional wellbeing.

DO 
We are committed to facilitating quality 
opportunities for people to participate

in the arts.

SHARE 
We support CYP to become co- creators, 

communicating their thoughts and opinions.

FIRST STEPS “I feel silly talking to him (my baby) 
because he can’t answer me. I see how 
making this puppet and using it to play 

with him can really help me.”
Young Parent

“I’ve always been into music but I never 
thought I could influence the soundtrack 

for a film. I’m very proud that my 
suggestions were used.”

Young Parent

Young parents (under 21 years) worked 
with artists to create resources to 

promote emotional wellbeing both for 
them and their children.

BIG STEPS  “As they played the art games, I was 
shocked at the way they engaged, 

talking so openly about really deep 
feelings, and helping each other with 
such mature suggestions for coping.”

Teacher

“Nobody ever listens to me in this class, 
but when we had to take it in turns to 

play the art games and do some acting 
they had to listen to me then…and it felt 

sooooo good!”
Year 4 pupil

Year 4 children worked with artists 
to create and test out arts resources 

promoting emotional wellbeing.

STEPS UP Children took part in meaningful 
arts activities which helped improve 

emotional wellbeing.

“We had a fantastic day making stuff, 
writing and doing some animation, and it 

was good to look back on how much we’ve 
changed during the last year.”

Year 7 pupil

“The finished animation totally reflects 
the experiences of the Year 7 students, 
and we literally hear their voices giving 

advice and support to school newcomers.”
Artist 

NEXT STEPS “I found the drama sessions very 
emotional because it made me realise 
just how little I take notice of what’s 
going on around me. I’m a different 

person now.” 
Young person

Young people worked with professional 
artists, in safe environments, to build on 

existing skills and learn new ones.

“When you look at it, we’ve done it all 
haven’t we? We had the idea, worked with 
you to write the script, then made it into 

a film, and now we’ll all be on YouTube 
doing something good rather than 

messing about. I’m going to be telling my 
children about this in years to come!” 

Young Person 

 
bit.do/dudleytakefiveyoutube

DUDLEY TAKE FIVE
How Dudley Take Five relates to Creative Health’s three key principles of participatory practice:


